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Night of the Dragon
by Julie Kagawa
A conclusion to the trilogy that includes Soul of the Sword finds Kitsune shapeshifter Yumeko and her companions journeying to the wild sea cliffs of Iwagoto in a desperate effort to prevent the Master of Demons from plunging the world into darkness.

The Kingdom of Back
by Marie Lu
Forbidden by 18th-century restrictions to pursue her dream of becoming a composer, the musically gifted older sister of Wolfgang Mozart risks everything she cares about by accepting an irresistible offer from a mysterious stranger.

Infinity Son
by Adam Silvera
Manifesting supernatural phoenix fire abilities when he turns 18, Emil becomes a reluctant defender against the specters that overshadow his world and reluctantly joins a vigilante team that his powerless brother idolizes.

Serpent & Dove
by Shelby Mahurin
In a world where witches are burned at the stake, a young witch is forced into marriage with a church huntsman, a situation that is further complicated by their growing feelings for each other.

Nightshade
by Anthony Horowitz
In the aftermath of Scorpia’s explosive fall, Alex Rider arrives in Gibraltar to prevent the rise of Nightshade, a dangerous new criminal organization. By the award-winning author of Never Say Die.

Lovely war
by Julie Berry
When immortals Ares and Aphrodite are caught in a World War II-era tryst by the latter’s jealous husband, she defends her actions by imparting the tale of four young humans who became connected during World War I.

Hero
by Michael Grant
When an alien-virus infested rock hits New York, giving rise to a powerful rockborn sociopath, the Rockborn gang members race to prevent him from spreading deadly disease while uncovering truths about the Rock Watchers and the Fourth Dimension.

Like a love story
by Abdi Nazemian
An Iranian youth who hides his sexual orientation from his family, an openly gay photographer and an aspiring fashion designer with an HIV-positive uncle fall in love and find their voices as activists during the height of the AIDS crisis in New York City.